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University Hosts Installation
of 82nd Attorney General Eric Holder
BY KATIE EARNEST

Editor-in-Chief
The University hosted a series of
distinguished guests for Eric Holders
installation as the 82nd U.S. Attorney
General on Friday March 27th in Lisner
Auditorium. President Barack Obama,
former Attorney General John Ashcroft,

and Ethel Kennedy came to the ceremony,
which included remarks by President
Obama before the official installation.
Before Obama began his remarks,
he noted that Holder once challenged
the President to a basketball game in the

press, saying that Obama may not be
ready for his "New York game." Obama
responded to the laughter of audience
members, "We will see about that, Mr.
Attorney General."
Obama continued on to praise
Holder for
qualities
that would
make the
ideal can
didate for
"the Ameri
can people's
lawyer."
He said,
"I sought
someone
who recog
nizes the
very real
threats we
faced but
has the
wisdom in
those hardto-call cases
to find that
fine balance
between en
suring our
security and
preserving
our liberty."
Fol
lowing the

President's remarks, Holder thanked him,
noting that Obama is "never going to
see my New York game." In his speech,
Holder pledged to lead the Justice De
partment by the principles set out in the
Constitution. "When American genera
tions look back now on the work that we
will do, let us strive to ensure that they
will say that we kept the faith and that
we made a superb Justice Department
even greater."
Ten law students attended the event,
among them 2L Rebecca Bianchi who
said of the early-morning ceremony, "It
was a very special experience to witness
such a historic event. It was definitely
worth getting up early for!"
3L Brett Sheats imparted, "Being
able to attend an event like this once
again underscores the special opportuni
ties a student can enjoy by attending GW
Law." Sheats noted that he heard Obama
speak in Lisner Auditorium once before
when Obama was a senator. At this event,
"President Obama showed that his strong
performance at that forum was no fluke
with another inspiring and enjoyable
speech at this event."
According to Office of University
Relations, Holder received an honorary
Doctor of Laws degree from GW in 1998.
He also was a GW trustee from 1996 to
1997, and serving on the GW Homeland
Security Policy Institute Steering Com
mittee.

L.L.M. Student Shows Off His Skills on Jeopardy
BY TIMOTHY FREY

Staff Writer
Adam Pan, an Environmental
L.L.M. student at GW recently appeared
as a contestant on Jeopardy in a show that
aired the night of Tuesday, March 31.
While many students like to play along
with Alex Trebek and his contestants
from the comfort of their living rooms,
Adam had the opportunity to play the
game live, w ith real money at stake and
real contestants to compete with.
According to Adam, the real experi
ence is much different than the one you
get while watching the show from home.
As he explained, "It feels a lot faster than
watching on television. Also, when you
get there you realize that it's not just about
knowing the answer to the question -just
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because you know the answer doesn't
mean you're going to get the money
because at least one other person on the
stage probably knows it as well."
Although he is not an avid Jeopardy
fan, Adam says that he got the idea to try
out for the show while watching it on tele
vision one evening. According to Adam,
"they said you could do an online test
to try out and I thought it would be fun,
so I gave it a shot." Not only did Adam
succeed in this fifty question on-line test,
he also passed a subsequent fifty question
test that was given here in D. C., as well as
a live simulation round complete with an
answer buzzer. In addition to these tests,
the show also asked Adam for any inter
esting tidbits of information that could
be used for a discussion with Alex Trebek
following commercial breaks.

Adam proved successful and was
soon invited to Sony Picture Studios
in Culver City, California, to play as a
contestant in an upcoming show. While
the show does not offer travel or ac
commodations for contestants and their
guests, Adam was able to stay with his
grandparents, who live only ten minutes
away in Los Angeles, California. Adam
also notes that the show gives a prize to
all contestants, with third place receiv
ing $1,000, second place $2,000, and the
winner being awarded the full sum of
his Jeopardy earnings, so that any travel
expenses would ultimately be repaid by
the show.
Upon arrival at the studio, Adam
was greeted by a staff that he describes as
"very friendly and professional." With all
the contestants' nerves being high, he ex
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plains that the staff "puts a lot of makeup
on you." Still, he says that if you look
closely, you may be able to catch his face
twitching from nerves -a reaction that he
has never before experienced.
Once the taping began, Adam found
himself competing with two other quali
fied contestants, a fact that did not surprise
him. Still, he explains that winning the
most money "is sort of luck," depending
upon "if you get your rhythm right hitting
the buzzer, as most of the contestants
know the answers to 75-80% of the ques
tions." He explains that the buzzer itself
"is tricky. They read the whole question
and then a light comes on before you can
even try to answer. If you hit the buzzer
too early, you're timed out for a fifth of a
second." Therefore, he states that "when

See Jeopardy on Page 5
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Larry Cunningham,'King of Contracts'
Publishes Article
in The New York Times
BY CLARE CAVALIERO

Features Editor
Called the 'King of Contracts' by nuses; an important point to make as the
many at GW over the years, Professor very next day,
Lawrence Cunningham, read the Sunday the House over
New York Times with his Contracts stu whelmingly ap
dents in mind. He said that the front-page proved a 90%
story repeatedly mentioned American tax on these
International Group's legal obligation to types of bonus
perform its contractual promise to pay payments.
bonuses to its executives, but the article
So where
failed to mention any potential excuses does Contracts
from this obligation. Professor Cun come into play?
ningham thought of his students reading The insurance
this story, and wrote a post on Concur giant insisted
ring Opinions to demonstrate how the that its employ
concepts from their Contracts course ment contracts
pertained to the issue.
obligated these
Professor Cunningham was merely bonus pay
doing his job as a professor of Contracts ments and that
when the New York Times contacted him failure to pay
and asked if he would recast the piece as would mean the
an op-ed article for the paper. Professor company was
Cunningham speculates that "they saw in breach of
the brewing national anxiety and thought these contracts.
the perspective I contributed was missing A breach could
from the public record or discourse and subject A.I.G.
was important to it. I hope they thought to law suits,
that it would lend a more rational view to cause default on other business contracts,
and result in even more losses than the
the discussion."
On Wednesday, March 18,2009, the company is currently experiencing.
New York Times published Lawrence A.
While Professor Cunningham noted
Cunningham's article: "A.I.G.'s Bonus that there was "an explosion of outrage
Blackmail." "The piece explained that the against perceived excessive compensation
President had instructed the Treasury De to those who precipitated the financial
partment to work towards finding a legal crisis," he reasoned that, "moral outrage
way to recover the $165 million in bonus and public rebuke do not provide legal
payments A.I.G. paid to its executives grounds for backing out of a contract."
after the company received $170 billion Thus, government officials and A.I.G.
must look to the law of Contracts and
in federal bailout funds.
To remedy this issue, Professor Cun the numerous bases it provides for legally
ningham went on to mention, lawmakers excusing a party's performance.
Most importantly, the actual writ
have threatened to tax the A.I.G. bo

ten employment contracts must be performance in specific contractual terms,
examined so A.I.G. might pursue rescinding the bonus
to identify the payments on grounds of nondisclosure of
specific prom important material information, fraud,
ises and condi impracticability, frustration of purpose, or
tions surround under fraudulent conveyance law. Profes
ing these bonus sor Cunningham stressed, however, that
payments. A without "reading the contracts, under
c o n d i t i o n standing their background, and learning
would "likely about employee performance, one cannot
offer more say whether A.I.G. is legally bound to
wiggle room in pay or legally excused from paying these
A.I.G.'s duty bonuses."
to pay," and
When asked what he thought the
this discovery best outcome would be, Professor Cun
requires only ningham replied, "the country should
reading the put the hysteria over this question behind
written instru it and pay closer attention to the larger
ment and un stakes in the steps that government of
derstanding ficials are taking in their mission to sta
the parties' bilize large financial institutions and the
negotiations in economy."
forming these
As for the confiscatory tax, Pro
agreements. fessor Cunningham thinks it should be
Professor Cun aborted. He commented that if an em
ningham of ployee wishes to return the payment, he
fered a variety of excuses rooted in should, and an employee representative
Contract law that would provide A.I.G. should publicly state why the employee
with legitimate grounds for refusing these was entitled to it and why he is choosing
bonus payments. For example, employ to return it. For all other employees, the
ment contracts generally contain provi "company, working with public officials,
sions regarding performance goals, and should conduct the required legal analy
if these employees failed to meet these sis," and explain why certain payments
objectives, the employees would be in should be permitted or rescinded.
breach of contract and A.I.G. would be
When asked if he thought this
excused from paying any bonuses.
would have an impact on employee con
A.I.G. might also look to provisions tracts in the future, Professor Cunning
that permit termination for cause, as the ham confidently responded, "yes." He
company could then terminate deserving stated that "the entire national discussion,
employees and deny their bonus payments.
See King on Page 5
Other than finding a legal basis for non
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Lawyer's of the
Unite!

,

BY ADAM R. PEARLMAN

Opinions Editor
BigLaw is a socialist entity, at least
at the associate level. Though we don't
usually use that term to label it, the fact is
the law firms that we all know (and either
love or hate), bastions of our capitalist, if
litigious, economy, often do not mirror the
market-based society that allows them to
operate so profitably over time. Of course,
in a macro sense, the legal industry is
very much grounded in capitalism. The
elite firms charge the most and turn out
extraordinary profits per partner. But as
it concerns individual associates, much of
the business plan reeks of sameness and is
restrained by simplistic equality.
The evidence of this is plentiful
- with the exception of some variation in
bonuses, everybody attorney in a given
firm has identical salaries during their first
eight years. There are no readily visible
signs of meritocracy day-to-day, or even
month-to-month. Target hours are set as
a benchmark for productivity, but do not
at all reward efficiency, or even positive
results. Strictly speaking, the billable hour
system gauges an attorney's commitment
and value by time spent on a matter -it is
an input-oriented system rather than out
put-focused, which would be fine, but for
the fact that the only promotion a secondyear associate could hope for is to become
a third-year associate along with the rest
of his class. Of course, there really is a
substantive business reason why law firms
cannot base associate salaries on merit
- doing so would leave half its associates
with below-average salaries and imply that
the firm has some under-achievers. And
what client would want a lower than aver
age lawyer at firm A, when firm B might
be able to offer up their best at a lower
rate? This could create perceived value in
lesser-ranked firms' attorneys (think of a
parallel in Yale's no-grade system). More
important to the industry as a whole,
this perception should shift clients' value
judgments to be slightly more in favor of
individual attorneys relative to the brand
of their otherwise monolithic firms.
Particularly relevant to many
3Ls now, many firms are pushing back
everybody's start date, rather than reevalu
ate to see which of last year's summer
associates showed the most promise to
contribute to the firm's survival as ju
nior associates. Combine that with the
pro bono or public service stipends that
several firms are offering to their not-yetbeguns, and even the generous severance
packages to their fired lawyers, and one
might begin to believe that many firms
don't really need to make as many cuts
as they're making. In a very real sense,
this is an opportunity to cut the fat out of
the BigLaw business model, and allows
firms to really conduct internal studies
of their attorneys' productivity, and let
them go into the tide of general economic
despair without as much stigma as would
otherwise be attached to getting laid off.
This may not be quite as good
of a start as 10,000 lawyers chained to
the bottom of the ocean, but will this
inching toward a more capitalist and
efficient business structure nevertheless
hold-up long-term? In short, probably
not. As any reader of "Above the Law"
or any other general legal blog could tell

you, firms tend to be as conscious of their
brands' images as any Hollywood prima
donna, highlighted, for example, by the
tendency in years past to fear "no-offer
ing" unimpressive summer associates
because of the effect doing so might have
on the following year's recruiting efforts.
The severance packages themselves show
that the firms still cling to their passiveaggressive use of human capital, as they
feel the need to keep even former associ
ates' outward misery to a minimum, even
as daily treatment of associates (a/k/a
"work-life balance) remains notoriously
poor at many firms. The culture of wineand-dine summer associateships with all
but guaranteed offers is certain to wane
for the time being, but it will be back. It
does seem somewhat ironic, though, that
lawyers feel the need to bolster ourselves
with such self-aggrandizing extrava
gances, given that we constitute one of
few self-perpetuating ecosystems in the
global economy. Litigiousness only begets
more lawyers, and the best way to turn a
lawyer's relationship with his client from
perceivably parasitic to symbiotic is for
another lawyer to step in. Yet we still feel
the need to build ourselves up. The strang
est part about all this is that, yes, lawyers
represent a highly trained workforce . . .
but do we really count as skilled labor? It
is not uncommon to hear junior associates
say that a monkey could do their jobs, so
long that monkey was blessed with the
kind of self-loathing that compels lawyers
to put up with the tedium that we do.
Our current economic situation
proves that socialism works ... so long as
there are capitalists out there to support
it. The law firm model works, as long as
clients are profitable enough to afford to
pay for the standard billable hour rates
that buttress the identical salaries of a
firm's associate base. Even on national
levels - the Kuwaiti government, for ex
ample, can afford to share huge monthly
oil profits with its citizens, so long as the
outside market for oil is functioning, and
it minimizes those eligible for citizenship.
In a world of plenty, happiness is not
limited to the bounds of economic models
that make sense.
This is not meant to be a criti
cism of being a BigLaw lawyer - I both
enjoyed my summer associateship and do
see myself at a firm sometime in the future
when things settle down. Nor is it meant
to accuse firm partners of being evil,
manipulative, or unforgivably bourgeois
or feudal lords. And there is certainly a
viable argument that the federal General
Schedule is guilty of many of the same
faults as the predominant private firm
compensation modfcl. But it cannot be
said that government operates on the same
plane as private enterprise, and for all of
the lofty "get rid of the billable hour"
rhetoric that has permeated some of the
more dreamer-oriented circles of the ABA
(or advocates for merit pay and promotion
in the government), firms might do well to
reevaluate their business models in favor
of sustainable growth and equity.
A note on capitalism gener
ally ("Austin ... we won.") In recent

See Unite on Page 5

The Pulse Review:
Nuclear Power - The
Correct Response to the
Climate Crisis
BY WILLIAM O'HARA

Special to the Nota Bene
This series features a guest writer from The Pulse Review, "a non-partisan Public
Policy, Law, and National Security review with the goal to establish a credible source
of information and opinion regarding the latest relevant issues, providing stimulus for
intelligent debate." Their website can be found at www.pulsereview.com.
The United States has long held it
self up as a proponent of progress, indeed,
as the leader of the free world. In the
face of a climate crisis and turbulent oil
prices, several of the nation's prominent
figures have called for the United States to
take the lead in the effort to lower carbon
footprints and find renewable sources of
energy. The results, and the effects of ad
ditional efforts of environmental groups
across America, are clearly shown in the
recently passed stimulus package. Indeed,
a healthy 79 billion dollars have been allo
cated to the development and propagation
of wind and solar power. Incidentally,
50 billion dollars in loan guarantees for
new nuclear power plants was cut from
the bill shortly before it was signed by
President Obama. This ostensibly appears
to be the result of a political inability to

distinguish between nuclear weapons, and
the productive, even humanitarian uses
of nuclear technology, such as providing
renewable power, or plant-made isotopes
for the treatment of cancer.
Across the ocean, especially in
the Scandinavian region of Europe,

countries are embracing nuclear power
as an environmentally friendly answer
to the climate crisis and oil dependency.
Sweden, Finland, and Poland are all
in the process of moving towards the
creation of new nuclear power plants.
This is in addition to the French nuclear
powerhouse, and the substantial nuclear
industry in Germany, Spain, and Britain.
The irony is sharpest in the fact that these
countries see nuclear power plants as an
answer to global warming and minimiz
ing carbon footprints, while the United
States is still laboring under the outdated
and stunningly inaccurate stereotype of
"old-fashioned dirty" nuclear plants. In
fact, nearly 75 percent of all of the clean
power in the United States comes from
nuclear power plants.

While the idea of solar and wind
power is honorable, the implementation
is costly and inefficient. Power grids must
be extended to reach the wind farms, of
ten putting multiple environmental goals
in competition; energy and preservation
come readily to mind. Solar power has

See Pulse on Page 5

Replacing One Kind
of Greed with Another
BY RYAN BOWEN

Opinion Columnist
Spending beyond their means,
promising people things that can't be
delivered, ideas that sound too good to
be true, loans that are going to cost a lot
more down the road, greed by powerful
people. One might think this is a list of
factors that lead to the current economic
crisis (and it may well be), but this could
also be a description of President Obama's
spending plan. Despite record deficits
and a financial crisis that has yet to be
resolved, Obama has decided to go full
steam ahead with his agenda, setting out
grandiose plans to fix health care, win
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, solve
the financial crisis, and retool dozens of
social welfare programs.
Like any good salesman, the Presi
dent has been mustering all his charm on
a plethora of TV shows this past week to
reassure America that we are getting a
good deal. There's no doubt that Obama
is a highly skilled speaker, but let's look
at the fine print here. As Obama himself

has pointed out on multiple occasions, he
inherited a massive debt from the previ
ous administration, but the fact that the
current debt is not entirely his fault does
not make any difference when it comes to
taking on more debt. What's more, un
der Obama's plan, the national debt will
be more than four times that created by
President Bush. That's like totaling your
friend's car and saying it's okay because

See Greed on Page 7
The Nota Bene invites
readers' opinions. Letters must
be signed, dated and include a
graduation year or title. E-mail
submissions to notabene@law.
gwu.edu
The Nota Bene reserves the
right to edit all submissions for
space, grammar, clarity and
vulgarity.
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Blogged Down:
Students and Profs
Find Common Ground in Cyberspace
BY DENISE TURNER

Staff Writer
It's no surprise that the legal com
munity often lags behind the real world in
terms of technology. But the good news
is, after 16 years of being in existence,
blogs have become a staple of the law
school and the. legal community.
Blogs, short for web logs, started
in 1993, as a form of web based com
mentary. The early versions of blogs were
manually updated components of com
mon websites. Thank you, Wikipedia.
Once blogs started to pick up popularity,
different types of blogs started to emerge.
Some people used blogs as a way to jour
nal their daily lives on the web; many used
blogging as an open forum for answering
questions, or providing commentary on
a specific subject, like politics or travel.

Blogs give writers the chance to share their
thoughts and opinions on things, and also
provide readers with the opportunity to
comment.
Over the last several years, the
concept of blogging has taken root in
the legal community. Various legal blogs
like Above the Law and Legal Juice have
become popular stops on the internet su
perhighway for those wanting to find out
what's happening in the legal world and
how people respond to it. Many law pro
fessors and students at GW are involved
in blogs in one way or another. But with
so much going on and the mountains of
work that all law students and professors
have to do, several questions come to
mind: What is so great about blogging?

Conversations
on Race:
Dean Frederick Lawrence
B y KRYSTLE CAOOGAN

Staff Writer
This column is thefirst in a series from Nota Bene on race, civil rights, and the presidency.
Members of the law school community are encouraged to share their thoughts by emailing notabene@law.gwu.edu or at notabene.gwsba.com.
Hello Dean Lawrence. Thank you
for taking the time to complete this in
terview about Civil Rights, Race and the
American Presidency with Nota Bene.
Would you tell us a bit about your role
here at GW Law?
I have been Dean of the Law school
since 2005. Since arriving at GW Law I
have taught criminal law. While I was a
Professor at Boston University in addi
tion to criminal law I taught civil rights
courses including a course in civil rights
enforcement, and a seminar on civil rights
crime.
What does the election of Barack
Obama as President of the United States
mean for the Civil Rights movement go
ing forward?
It was a historic moment for Barack
Obama to be elected President. In the first
two months of his Presidency, race has
not been much of an issue because Presi
dent Obama ran to become President;
not a Black President. His election was
a watershed moment but not the end of
the civil rights movement. The idea that
Barack Obama was running for President
without emphasizing his race was evident
during the campaign and since the elec
tion. He is just our President, not our
"Black President".
How do you think the 2008 elec
tions have influenced race relations in
the Washington, D.C. community?
In many ways it has enhanced the
level of investment and engagement by the
African American community. A sense of
ownership that is extremely positive is a

better way to put it. I will give an example.
During the weekend before the inaugura
tion, GW Law hosted its largest gathering
of Black alumni ever. This turnout was
largely a result of this sense of ownership
and engagement in society.
Will President Obama's minority
status influence the Supreme Court's
perspective concerning affirmative ac
tion policies?
There has been a lot of talk about
this topic. I do not think so. There has
been discussion over the past few years
about the extent to which affirmative
action will get phased out as racial equal
ity is reached. The election of President
Obama was a significant event moving us
towards equality. Not the achievement of
equality, just progression towards it. The
election of President Obama will not
cause a wholesale change in the affirma
tive action jurisprudence of the Supreme
Court.
Could the financial crisis have
a negative impact on race relations in
the United States if public support for
President Obama decreases?
No. No one blames President
Obama for the financial crisis. Some
people oppose the approach he is taking.
Most people approve. The financial crisis
is not a question that has been racialized.
When people think about his approach to
the crisis, they think of President Obama
and other political actors like Secretary
Geitner, Larry Summers, and Ben Bernanke. This is not a Black response to
the financial crisis as much as the Obama

Why do professors blog? Why do stu
dents blog?
Two of possibly GW's most
well-known professors, Orin Kerr and
Jonathan Turley are active bloggers.
For Professor Kerr, blogging is just a
"natural extension of my scholarly
writing: It's just writing for a broader
audience than would ever pick up a law
review." Kerr also noted that, in addi
tion to extending his scholarly writing,
blogging provides a great way to get his
ideas out there and influence the debate
on issues that he cares about. Professor
Kerr contributes to a group blog, The
Volokh Conspiracy (volokh.com). If
anyone is interested in the crazy dreams
that he's been having lately, be sure to
hit the link.
Anyone who has taken Professor
Turley's Torts class knows that jonathanturley.org is the place to be if you
are surfing the web in class. Accord
ing to Professor Turley, "the site was
originally conceived as a handy forum
to change (sic) fun cases and stories
with my students and colleagues. It
allows the students to see real-life ap
plications of the doctrines and theories
that we cover. It also gives them the
newly emerging issues in these areas
in a format that is a bit more accessible
than a textbook." Professor Turley's
blog is just one of the many legal blogs
out there that discusses important issues
in the legal community as well some
bizarre legal stories. A quick perusal of
the site reveals headlines such as "Any
Color So Long As It Is Green: Califor
nia Moves to Regulate Car Color" and
"Blowiri in the Wind: Bob Dylan Faces
Nuisance Complaint Over Smelly Toilet
in Yard."
Law professors aren't the only
ones at GW who have caught the blog
ging itch. Students are also active in the
blogging scene. In fact, GW Law has its
own blog, Sua Sponte (http://suasponteblog.com/). Sua Sponte was started
by a group of law students who just
wanted to share their thoughts, ideas,
and opinions on things. One of Sua
Sponte's creators, Navah Spero started
blogging because "I've always loved tell
ing other people my opinions and hear
other people's opinions and blogs are a
great place to do it." Although written
by and for law students, Sua Sponte
isn't just limited to the GW legal scene.
According to Hamilton Fish, one of
Sua Sponte's contributors, "it wouldn't
be out of the ordinary to have a post
from one person about course selec
tion followed by a commentary on the
November elections. " Hamilton Fish

provided some great insights into the
benefits of blogging: "First, blogging
is a great way for me to spend some
time during the day and not think about
cases or the law. It's a release of sorts.
Second, I have found that over time,
my style of writing has improved and
I have (hopefully) become a better and
more persuasive writer. Third, blogging
makes me think twice about my actions.
I may have what I think is a million dol
lar thought, and write about it, only to
realize later on that my idea was terrible
or poorly articulated."
So law professors blog for the
legal community and for their students.
Law students blog for themselves and
their classmates. But are the students
actually reading blogs? The answer
to this question varied widely. Some
students don't read blogs at all, while
others read them on a daily basis. 2L
Ashley Inderfurth said she doesn't read
news blogs because "I like to form my
own opinions as much as possible, and I
think that blogs are often really partisan
and don't tell the whole story." Some
times, blogs and their commentary
provide too much of the story; so much
so, that it turns potential readers, like 2L
Darrell Stark off from reading blogs all
together. A lot of times, "people stay on
blogs all day, every day, reading every
post, responding to every post and by
the time I r ead it, the post I wanted to
respond to has been followed by inter
vening posts that have already changed
the subject so many times and its not
worth posting anymore."
On the flip side, 2L evening stu
dent, Ben Williams reads over 60 blogs
regularly. With his busy schedule, Wil
liams finds it "useful to take advantage
of the fact that other people read the
news, find interesting stories, and add
their insight." Blogs, he says, keeps him
very up to date because he doesn't have
time to manually visit a lot of sites.
So some people do read blogs
and find benefits in the comments that
others post. With that, and the grow
ing popularity of blogging, is it all glitz
and glam for those starting posts on
blogs? Williams commented, "I have
a lot of respect for bloggers, students
in particular. Putting your actual name
and opinions on the Internet takes a lot
of guts, especially with the vitriol that
appears regularly in comments." This
statement really hits home for some
bloggers, who have had to deal with
negative comments from readers. Sua
Sponte blogger, Spero has "personally

administration response to the financial
crisis. Opposition to President Obama
concerning the financial crisis will not
be because of race; it will be because of
the administration's policies.

economy. In many ways the financial
crisis is another example of the way
in which the issues we focus on dur
ing campaigns are not the issues that
occupy the administration. During the
campaign we talked about national se
curity, abortion, and stem cell research
among other issues. However, these will
not be the most controversial issues.
Rather it will be the expansion of the
federal government and the constitu
tional issues that raises.

What is the most controversial
legal issue you foresee arising during
the Obama Presidency and why?
I think the most controversial
legal issues will involve the expansion
of the federal government into the

See Blogged on Page 6
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SOLD!
Equal Justic Foundation
Preparing for Annual
Benefit Auction
BY LIZ WESTBROOK

Staff Writer
It's about that time of year again:
Barrister's Ball has come and passed,
Spring break is but a distant memory
resigned to perpetuity as a Facebook
album, and second semester exams loom
large and imposing. It's a depressing
moment—realizing we suddenly have to
learn those subjects whose reading we
put off in favor of bar reviewing and ski
tripping and all around social life-ing, and
it seems there is nothing left to distract us
from tedium of our studies.
Then, all of a sudden, the Equal
Justice Foundation appears, offering us a
chance to stuff our mouths with pizza and
bud light, throw money we don't have at
things we probably don't need but really
want, and shout at the deans and profes
sors—and it's all for a good cause! That's
right the annual EJF Auction is tomorrow
afternoon. Salvation is nigh.
For anyone new to the law school
or who missed out last year, the EJF Auc
tion is a yearly free for all sale celebrating
public interest work. It's nothing like a
stuffy afternoon Christies's, and there's
always a theme. This year's theme is
superheroes and I have it on good author
ity that attendants will be treated to deans
in spandex.
All the money raised goes toward of

fering G W Law stu
dents summer grants
to do public interest work. Last year's
event raised over $35,000, which was
used to subsidize six students' summers
with each student receiving $4,500.
This year the auction includes all
the traditional favorites—such as wine
with Professor Peterson and a night
at Brickskeller with Professors Colby,
Kerr and Smith—as well as some new
items including a Supreme Court quill
courtesy of Professor Kerr and dinner
with Professors Tuttle and Brauneis.
Last year, the most popular item was
a day of sniper lessons that sold for an
incredible $2,850. This year the Second
Amendment gets similar treatment
with Professor Cottrol offering shoot
ing lessons. Descriptions of these and
the other items are available on lists
posted throughout the school as well
as on EJF's website, docs.law.gwu.
edu/stdg/ejf/.
Also going on all day for anyone
unfortunate to miss out on the live auc
tion is a silent auction from 9:00 a.m. till
3:00 p.m. in the leather lounge. Some
of the items that will be auctioned off
there include a GPS system, bike rent
als, and the always-popular Barbri cou
pons. (Perfect for the graduating public

Jeopardy from page 1.

still looking to us for guidance, inspira
tion, and initiative. We may perceive
ourselves and even our economic mod
els as vulnerable or even weakened, but
most every other developed nation has
been hit just as hard. This makes it all
the more important to pick ourselves
up and keep moving again. Keep at it,
Comrades. Viva la revolucion . . . just
know that the markets that will rise
again. That's the immaculate beauty
of the invisible hand. We have only to
let it do its work.

you watch the show, you might see
people try to hit the buzzer several times
because they have been timed out."
Despite battling the buzzer, Adam
enjoyed his experience. He states, "it was
really fun to see what doing that show is
like in real life, and to know that I could
actually compete and answer questions
correctly. It's a 22 minute show and it
goes by incredibly fast."
Although he has class on the night
the show is to be aired, Adam's professor
is planning on bringing in a television so
that he can watch with his classmates.
While friends, family, and class
mates are excited to see Adam go toeto-toe with his fellow contestants, Adam
"doesn't really want to watch" himself on
television. Still, Adam says that he will
definitely go on the show again if he ever
has the chance,
dtp.

Unite from page 3.
months, it seems that any notion of a
market economy has taken on a negative
connotation, to the point that for several
days last week it was front-page news that
China wanted to push for a new global
currency. For those who think American
power and influence is dropping, take a
look at foreign news sources. U.S. policies
and developments are on the home pages
of The Times, The Economist, even al
Jazeera. Over the past two months, it has
been somewhat of a challenge to really get
a sense of what might be going on in the
rest of the world - every other country is

Pulse from page 3.
potential, but studies have shown it to
require several technological break
throughs to be effective. Are these two
ideas worth funding? Arguably, yes.
But at the sake of a safe, and efficient
technology?
Critics of nuclear power have sev
eral valid points that must be discussed
with objectivity. Safety is always a con
cern, with the fear of radiation leaks of
ten taking precedence in the discussion.
But when one looks objectively, that
fear diminishes when it is revealed that
in the 12,018 deaths around the world
from harvesting energy since 1977, only
56 (0.46 percent) have been at the fault
of nuclear power. Furthermore, all 56
stem from one incident in Russia.
No American has died from
nuclear power. Three Mile Island, the
focal point of many nuclear critics, was
a clear success story that has been sold
to generations as a cautionary tale of
nuclear destruction. The nuclear in

interest-leaning law student who won't be
able to charge their course to a firm!)
The enthusiasm within EJF this
year is unmatched. 2L and EJF Sec
retary/Vice President of the umbrella
organization Student Hurricane Network,
Kathie Carroll says this year is a recordbreaker with some one hundred volun
teers getting involved soliciting donations,
making decorations, and planning every
detail of tomorrow's event.
One such volunteer is 2L Jessica
Katz who has taken on the daunting job
of making decorations, procuring cos
tumes and then convincing the faculty to
don said costumes. Katz says, "the EJF
Auction is my favorite law school event
because it incorporates everything great
about all other events: it's free to attend,
there's free food and beer, everyone goes
to it, it's so fun and we are helping people
in the process."
2L and EJF President, Greg Crespo
attributes his excitement for this year's
auction to the important role the organi
zation plays in creating a more just legal
community. He says, "the Auction is part
of EJF's greater commitment to expand
ing opportunities for students to explore
public interest law... EJF believes that the
success of a classmate going into public
interest law is a success for all of us as a
law school community... Alone I can't
financially support my classmates over
the summer, but I can work with EJF to
do just that."
Students who went last year are just
as excited as EJF members themselves.
2L Kim Clark declares, "The EJF auction
was an amazing event last year- making
something that is actually a worthwhile
thing to support, the place to be. Everyone
was out supporting EJF and with the free
beer, fun atmosphere and cool auction
prizes-1 will definitely be going back this
year."
However 2L Hardeep Grover has
a warning for people ready to flex their
financial muscle at the auction: "Just
dustry lost the public relations war when
the first atomic bomb was dropped, but
one can only live with that flawed overall
perception for so long. The fact is that,
despite being a nuclear plant built well
before substantial safety regulations were
enacted, there was only partial contamina
tion and no deaths in the incident. With
the advent of the modern nuclear plant,
any remaining arguments about safety
become mostly moot. What of terror
ist attacks? The Department of Energy
has found that nuclear plants are robust
enough to protect nuclear fuel from pas
senger planes. In comparison with the
vast majority of other high-value targets,
the nuclear power plant amounts to a
fortress.
In justification for removing the
nuclear funding from the stimulus, envi
ronmentally-conscious politicians cited
the immense start-up cost and lack of
profit from nuclear plants. They decried
it as a failed technology, while airily stat
ing that the main purpose of the stimulus
was to create jobs. The innate hypocrisy
in that statement is almost blinding, as
solar and wind power depends heavily on
government subsidies to attract investors
and make those methods profitable. Ap
parently, decidedly less efficient methods
of procuring energy are worthy (politi
cally) of funding than other, more efficient
and proven methods. Furthermore, the
onerous red tape that restrains the nuclear
industry (far beyond necessary safety
regulation) was instituted by the very en
vironmentalists that now disparage their
economic efficiency. Lastly, why would
nuclear power be a failed technology,

be warned that with each successive
drink, the price of your [desired item]
matters less and less. You think your
friends wouldn't let you bid on anything
excessive? Well they'll be the ones help
ing you make a beer can pyramid 20
minutes into the auction."
2L Terry Schoone-Jongen says his
financial ventures last year were well
worth the effect on the pocketbook.
Schoone-Jongen throws down the bid
ding gauntlet saying, "as is well known,
I ended up winning the naming rights
to the LRW spring problem, which has
resulted in a rather entertaining semes
ter. I'm very excited for this year's edi
tion (the superhero theme speaks to my
inner geek) and hope to form another
winning coalition with regard to the
spring problem naming rights."
The only concern people seem to
have after last year's event is the amount
of food. Many students last year went
hungry (though not thirsty!) due to
an underestimation on the amount
of pizza needed. Crespo assures that
the same mistake will not be repeated
this year: ". We have ordered almost
twice as much pizza this year and con
siderably more beer as well, so there
shouldn't be concerns that we'll run low
like last year. We've also switched our
pizza vendor from Domino's to Manny
& Olga's and our beer from Miller Light
to Yeungling."
All in all, the auction is sure to be
as well-attended, lucrative and enjoy
able as last year—and perhaps more
gastrically-satiating. Students would do
best to heed yet another warning from
Grover: "For anyone that misses this
without good reason, I hereby laugh at
you in advance."
The EJFLive Auction willtake place
on Thursday April 2nd from 4:00-8:00pm
in LL101. Items to be auctioned off can
be found on EJF's new public interest blog:
http: / /gwpi. wordpress.com/.

barring mindless regulation, only in the
United States?
The crux of the matter is that
the rest of the modernized world sees
the innate potential of nuclear energy,
while America, in her presumptive
ignorance, is held hostage by an irra
tional fear. Where others see a solution
to a global climate crisis, we see only
radiation and death - an image that
has almost never been a reality. If we
are to take active and productive steps
towards oil-independence and climate
progress, nuclear power must be a
dominant element of any energy plan.
Wind and solar power are both avenues
that should be explored, but ignoring a
clear solution merely for political means
is irresponsible.

King from page 3.
concerning these bonuses and other
payments to executives, has focused at
tention on compensation packages and
resulting incentives." He suspects that
this heightened awareness will improve
the ability of the small group of serious
investors and students of corporate gov
ernance to "advance reform proposals
that they have been making for some
time, including giving shareholders
more voice over compensation to senior
corporate executives."
Whatever the outcome, Professor
Cunningham has certainly offered an
important perspective to a significant
issue and has successfully demonstrated
the applicability of Contracts to this na
tional dilemma. Are you with me?!?!
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Ask Yunji!

End Preferential
Treatment of Reds and
Whites

BY YUNJI KIM

Columnist

Dear Yunji
BY JOON SONG

Columnist
WHITES
Preparing for the 1L Moot Court
There is such diversity in white
competition has taught me a lot. For
instance, it's taught me that I don't wine. I like to group whites into two
please the court. It's also taught me that general categories—those that are sweet
gender-based classifications are invalid er and those that are dry. This is not a
unless they have extremely persuasive definitive dichotomy, as some dry white
wines seem sweet and vice-versa.
justification.
German riesling is an excellent
I have to admit that I'm guilty of
applying preferential treatment—be white wine that comes in varying de
tween wines. I'm usually more of a fan grees of sweetness. Some are achingly
of bigger, bolder red wines—malbec and sweet, others are off-dry (semi-sweet),
cabernet, for instance—though recently and others are bone-dry. I'll write a
I've begun to appreciate lighter-bodied separate article about different types of
reds. I'm certainly guilty of liking reds riesling, but this is one of those varietals
more than whites (does that require strict where a knowledgeable wine steward
scrutiny?), though I've begun to appreci can be of tremendous help. Off-dry
riesling is especially good and versatile:
ate white wine as well.
its
light sweetness and nice acidity go
LIGHTER REDS
I've written previously about beau- well with spicy ethnic cuisine like Thai
jolais (made from gamay), a terrific value food. Dr. Loosen's entry level riesling
and perhaps one of the most easy-going is a good bet and, at around $15, won't
(yet serious) set of wines out there. In break the bank.
Gewurztraminer is another typi
November there is the "beaujolais nouveau" craze which is fun but, like high cally sweet wine, hailing predominantly
school relationships, only for a short from Austria. I've found it very similar
while. You can find great versions from to riesling, although gewurztraminer
the lower-end beaujolais and beaujolais may have a touch more spice. If you
villages, to the higher-end era beaujo- really don't want to break the bank, you
lais. Cru beaujolais generally has more can go to Trader Joe's and pick up a few

structure, finesse, and personality than
the non-cru varieties. The Morgon cru
beaujolais from Jean Descombes ($8.99)
is a great example.
However, some fans of big red
wines might not like beaujolais because
it is still very light. They might come
around for a cabernet franc, which is
a parent grape of cabernet sauvignon.
Cabernet franc is much lighter than
cabernet sauvignon—both in body and
color—and has more berry than plum.
Those cabernet franc wines from the
Loire Valley of France are especially
wonderful and feature some nice acid
ity and a good streak of minerality. My
favorite wine of the moment happens
to be a cab franc: the Domaine Joulin
Saumur Champigny Rouge ($17.99 at
The Wine Specialist). Kermit Lynch
also imports a pretty good version—the
Charles Joguet Chinon "Clos de la Cure"
(approx. $25.00).
Or, you could go to Italy for some
really nice lighter reds. The barbaresco
from the Produttori del Barbaresco col
lective in Piedmont, Italy ($20-$30) is
made from nebbiolo and is very light
but substantial nonetheless. Raisin and
licorice are predominant. It's light but
not fragile.
Beaujolais and cab franc are great
with a bit of a chill on them. Try putting
them in the fridge for about 15 minutes
before serving. The other night I put
some ice in cab franc (gasp!)—but hey, I
needed a thirst quencher.

Blogged from page 4.

bottles of the J. W. Morris gewurztra
miner for around $4 each. It won't be the
best example out there, but it's certainly
one of the cheapest.
My current favorite dry white is
sauvignon blanc. There are many dif
ferent styles of sauvignon blanc, very
often corresponding to different coun
tries. Good New Zealand sauvignon
blancs are fresh and vibrant with notes
of tropical fruit. You should try the
Cloudy Bay from Marlborough (approx.
$25). A wonderful Old World version is
the Francois Chidaine sauvignon blanc
from the Touraine (Loire Valley) region
of France ($12-$14). It is grassy, clean,
crisp, and has more minerality than its
version down under.
I am personally not a fan of chardonnay. Chardonnay is probably the
most popular white wine out there—
you'll find it at every single catered law
firm event anywhere in the country.
Chardonnay can be lean and minerally
(if found in, say, many parts of France)
or a huge tropical, buttery affair (espe
cially if found in California). If you are
shopping for a chardonnay, I would rec
ommend asking for one not aged in oak
but rather in steel tanks—injudicious
oak aging is what gives many of these
"butterballs" their butterball quality.
I'm not going to say that preferen
tial treatment between reds and whites
is unconstitutional. But, with so many
lighter reds and whites out there, you
should at least give them equal consid
eration.

classmates-people I probably sit next to
every day-write horrible, cruel and very
struggled with some of the commentspersonal attacks under such brave monick
-those comments that are just written
ers as "Anonymous 2L" was really awful."
to be mean, whether they are directed
For Hamilton Fish, "The hardest part of
at other commenters, other bloggers, or
blogging is recognizing that: a) you won't
me." Another Sua Sponte blogger had a
.be able to please all readers and b) every
similar take on the experience, "Having

I have a crush on a girl at the law school.And I think she might be interested in
me too — I mean, come on, look at me. I am really smart and 1 totally rocked my oral
arguments this year; but whenever I talk to her things are horribly awkward between
us. What is going wrong?
Forlorn in the Reading Room

Dear Forlorn,
From your words, I see that Queen Awk hath been with you. She descends
upon many a law student, breathing in nightmares of B's and typos on memos.
This cruel, invisible queen rides around in a tiny carriage of lost power chords past
and delights in the neuroses that waft up from the Hard Lounge. She especially
loves finding two star-cross'd law students and whispering harmful directions into
their ears: "Say inappropriate things about women only you find funny," "Stare
right at her face and don't blink the whole time you are talking," or "Start blushing
and stuttering every time you talk."
There is not much you can do when such potent awkwardness is involved.
But try not to see it as a bad thing. Awkwardness in romance means that there is
nervousness and uncertainty; another form, I think, of appreciation and respect.
So don't fight the Awk. You won't win. Just start getting used to it.
Sincerely,
Yunji
Got a question about w hat's going around the law school, Foggy Bottom, or the
world in general? Email notabenegw@gmail.com and ask wha t's on your mind. Yunji
has the answer!

TERENCE G. SCHOONE-JONGEN

DeNovo Days

Auction Time!
I can't tell you how excited I am for
theEJF auction. In my opinion, if you're
not excited for it, you're neither a patriot
nor a person with a soul. Indeed, as I've
stated in a previous column, this would
be one of the highlights of the spring. It
is, in fact, an opportunity for greatness.
And how many of those do you get in a
given year?
It seems to me there aren't as
many auctions as there used to be. At the
very least, there are fewer auctions than
when I was a kid. Then again, I grew
up in rural Minnesota, so perhaps these
things were more common there. At any
rate, time was that every few weeks during
the summer, somebody would throw a
bunch of stuff on a flatbed trailer, park if
in the center of the street, gather the neigh
bors, and have the local auctioneer (and
sometime barber, high school basketball
book-keeper, cattle salesman, and gener
ally shady guy) start talking very rapidly
and very loudly. This was in the days
before microphones, of course, so we all
had to stand close to the trailer—the crush
of humanity made it feel, for a brief mo

ment, like there was a crowd in town. The
only other time you got that sensation was
during the annual Dutch Festival (wooden
shoe dancing, y'all!) or, perhaps, during a
tractor pull. Or when the local summer
camp would bus all that week's campers
to the city pool (guaranteeing that said
campers bathed at least once during the
week). Yeah, the pool would be pretty iffy
on those days. In any event, there we'd sit,
crowded around the auctioneer, inspect
ing the goods and perhaps even putting in
a bid or two before going home to listen to
the Twins' game on the radio. This was in
the days before Minnesota had television
stations, of course, so we had to imagine
what the playing field looked like. With
our minds.
Those were just the neighbor
hood auctions, however. We also had the
fundraising auctions. Oh, did we ever.
For instance, the local private school (this
would be the doesn't-have-enough-moneyfor-textbooks-published-before-1962 type
of private school) referred to its auction
as a "Donation Sale," perhaps to avoid

post won't be a home run."
But even with this negative side of
blogging, the practice of sharing informa
tion, exchanging stories and ideas and
commenting on them has had a tremen
dous impact on the legal community,
and the law school. For the most part,

the experience has been a positive one,
and more people seem to be reading and
commenting on blogs. It may have taken
a while, but blogs, law school's not-sonew favorite toy, will likely be around
for quite some time. So check one out.
Today. Now.

See Auction on Page 7
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Bar Brief:
Barrister's Ball 2009

Barrister's Ballin'

BY SET SAMII AND LISA STRAUSS

Columnists

Trust Us, We 're Experts
Case: March 20th review of Bar
rister's Ball, located at the Washington
Hilton, 1919 Connecticut Ave NW. Law
school prom. We'd been waiting for this
event all year and spent the week leading
up to the prom frantically working on our
briefs so we could forget about Jonathan
Bond for a little while and enjoy the night.
And unlike the Halloween party, we nixed
the pregame and therefore can give you a
(more) accurate review of this event.
Facts: The hotel is located very
close to Dupont Circle making it both
metro accessible and an easy cab ride from
our residence. The coatroom was a tad
disorganized but both of us got our coats
back at the end of the night, so a little dis
organization can be forgiven. We quickly
procured wristbands and made our way
into the ballroom. Or shall we say, made
our entrance into the ballroom- the room
was HUGE and we half expected that a
receiving line would be waiting for us at
the bottom of the stairs. We were thrilled
to see numerous bars with very short lines

Auction from page 2.
any negative connotations associated with
the word "auction." I'm not sure what
connotations those would be, but mine
was a people who referred to dances as
"festivals" and to the high school prom as
"The Junior-Senior Banquet." (Side note:
Barrister's Ball is NOT LIKE PROM. At
Prom, you (1) are not supposed to drink,
and (2)-only pretend to enjoy yourself.
Ergo, Barrister's cannot be Prom. Quod
erat demonstrandum.) Connotations or
not, the Donation Sale was big business,

and CHICKEN FINGERS. This food
option pretty much made Lisa's night.
Issue: If the hotel was going to
be so crazy about us not wearing shoes,
they should have provided us with socks
circa a 1995 bat-mitzvah.
Also, come on lLs. While our
briefs might not have been the best,
they were turned in on time and we still
went to prom.
Holding: Great location. Excel
lent guests. Phenomenal event.
Rule: We had an awesome time.
The music was excellent, the guests
well-behaved, the food delicious (again,
whoever had the chicken fingers ideayou have our undying gratitude) and the
drinks very very strong. We especially
liked the dancing bartenders, the many
chairs located throughout the room
(especially handy after being told we
couldn't dance barefoot) and watching
(and sometimes taking pictures of) an
amazing amount of PDA. Everyone
looked great and we can't wait for next
year's Ball!

at least for a town of 1,123 (1,106 after
the 1990 census—much less Fibonacci
Sequence-esque, right? I watched too
much Public Television as a child).
I recall attending the Donation
Sale a number of times. I think my dad
placed the winning bid on a toy tractor
for me one time. And it is this purchase
that has triggered this thought piece. It's
not so much because my dad bought me
a tractor (we've all had that happen a
time or two, after all), but because my
father was an employee of the very to

Photos courtesy of Liz Westbrook
school from which the proceeds of the
Donation Sale went (indeed, he was
the vice principal. Guess how many
parties I got invited to during high
school!). What I am about to say is a
gross oversimplification of the actual
economics of the situation, but I will
not be deterred. In plunking down the
Benjamins (false: the Lincolns at best)
at the Donation Sale, my father was, in
essence, spending money to pay him
self. I believe this is what is referred to
as robbing Peter to pay Paul.
That's the beauty of it, though,
isn't it? My dad was a big believer in
that little school's mission. I mean, as
a teacher there, one would hope he was,
but far beyond that, he came from a long
line of Dutch-American Calvinists who
supported private educational institu
tions despite a lack of significant means
(New Jersey millworkers, anyone?).
From a pure economic stance, it may
not have made a great deal of sense for
him (or his forebears) to take the money
the school was paying him and use it to
fund that very school, but he thought it
was for a good cause.
You can see where this is going.
Take Thursday afternoon off and attend
the EJF auction. Once there, don't be
parsimonious—buy some stuff. What
ever you end up taking home—your
money is going to a great, great cause.

Greed from page 3.
it had some dents in it already.
Another Obama favorite is the
"We'll just raise taxes on the wealthy"
line. But how exactly is he taxing the
wealthy? One of his ideas for taxing
wealthy Americans is capping the
deduction for charitable donations for
people who earn more than $250,000.
Not only is this a terrible idea that disincentivizes charitable contributions

from the people who can actually afford
to make them, it also forces these chari
ties to look elsewhere for funding, and the
first place they are going to look will be
the government.
Another pitch: raise money by
taxing greenhouse gas emissions, which
would also benefit the environment.
Here's the problem though: if I'm an oil
company and all of a sudden my taxes
go up because of my emissions, I have
three options: decide to live with the
taxes and make less money; make a ma
jor investment into technology to make
my operations cleaner; or just pass these
taxes on to consumers and keep my profit
margins exactly where they are. Which
option am I going to choose? Obama's
environmental taxes don't provide any
incentive to the polluters to change, he
only taxes the consumers who have to
subsidize the polluters' costs. A tax on
energy or emissions or anything directed
at business is ultimately a tax on everyone;
the President just gets to avoid account
ability this way.
Obama came into office backed by
big ideas: clean up the environment, limit
tax increases to only the wealthy, fix the
• economy, win the wars, and more. Now
two months into office he must realize that
he won't be able to do everything he had
planned to accomplish right away. Instead
of facing this reality, however, the Presi
dent has chosen idealism over realism.
Like the thousands of people who are
now on the street because they bought a
house they knew they could never afford,
Obama's eyes are too big for his wallet,
and he is more than willing to take on a
debt that he and this country are unable
to afford. As evinced by dwindling public
support for his budget measure, Obama
must reconsider his plan to borrow so
much, or he too will find himself evicted
from his current home.
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ARIES'(MARCH 21—APRIL 19)
Be thankful for the gifts you have.

DOCKET

TAURUS (APRIL. 20—MAY 20)
Great fortune comes to those who are patient.
GEMINI (MAY 21—JUNE 21)
Do a good deed today and you will be rewarded.
CANCER (JUNE 22—JULY 22)
Go enjoy the sunshine - you'll do great on your exams, anyways!

law school events

Wednesday April 1- April Fool's Day

LEO (JULY 23—AUG. 22)
That cutie IS eyeing you from across the hard lounge!

Preview Evening for Part-Time Students

VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT. 22)
The world is not conspiring against you, stop worrying!
LIBRA (SEPT. 23—OCT 23)
You're special. No, really, you are!

CyberLaw Meeting
General plans and reveal next year's Board. Food provided!
5:00 PM, L302.

SCORPIO (OCT. 24—NOV. 21)
Keep a smile on your face and you will see great days ahead!

Thursday April 2

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22—DEC. 21)
The early bird gets the worm!

EJF Silent Auction
Come find great deals from local businesses all day in the
Leather Lounge. EJF Silent Auction benefits EJF Summer
Subsidies for students working in unpaid public interest jobs
over the summer and the GW Loan Repayment Assistance
Program (LRAP).
10:00AM - 3:30PM, Hard Lounge
EJF Live Auction
Live auction with free beer and pizza.
4:00PM - 8:00PM, LLlOl
APALSA General Meeting and Elections
APALSA invites all members to its annual election meeting.
Please e-mail Tom at twon08@gmail.com if you would like to
run for a position.Delicious food will be served!
4pm-5:30pm, L30l

Friday April 3
Preview Day for Full-Time Students

Monday April 6
Immigration Law Association Movie Screening and Let
ter-Writing Campaign
Come join the ILA for a screening of the short film Hutto:

CAPRICORN (DEC. 22—JAN. 19)
Your complaints are being heard and paid attention to.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20—FEB. 18)
Congratulate yourself for a hard day's work - you've earned it!
PISCES (FEB. 19—MARCH 20)
Free food for you in the hard lounge. Just you!

America's Family Prison and participate in a letter-writing
campaign to end detention of immigrant children and their
families.
4:00PM - 5:00PM, STU201

Tuesday April 7
Dean's Jeans Day
Student BBQ given by the Law School Deans.
4:00PM - 6:30PM, University Quad (Yard)
"Global Legal Orders Collide: The Role of Courts in the
Global Arena" by Professor Sabino Cassese
The Global Law Wokshop Series presents Professor Sabino
Cassese, University of Rome speaking on "When Global Le
gal Orders Collide: The Role of Courts in the Global Arena."
Paper available with Frances Arias, farias@law.gwu.edu
3:50PM-5:50PM, E312
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